
 

 

BRIGHTLINGSEA REGENT FC CODE OF CONDUCT 
 
“ to provide and maintain football for it’s members and such social and recreational pursuits as may be 

deemed desirable.....” 

Club Welfare Officer: Rebecca Dixon 

Codes of Conduct 
 

Whatever your concern, as a player, parent or coach, if you are aware of abuse, Bullying, discrimination or any 
conduct that you or yourself are not comfortable with, tell us, we want to help. 

Players Code of Conduct 
 

We play to win, but not win at all costs. Give your best and be appreciative of others who are trying to do the same. 
Abide by the laws and spirit of the game. Racial and sexual abuse has no place in our club. Foul & abusive language 
has its place, this is not within our club. Bullying of any kind is not acceptable. Treat match officials, opponents and 
opposition officials with due respect. Play hard but remember that violent or dangerous play is totally unnecessary 
and is not encouraged in any way. 

Club Officials Code of Conduct 
 

Endorse the club constitution, accept no racial or sexual abuse, be alert to any form of abuse or bullying that would 
require further action from the CWO. Set a positive example, promote the sport, the club, the team and encourage 
each and every team member to become a better person through their involvement with us. Encourage honest, hard 
and fair participation that leaves our club in a respectful esteem of all officials and opposition. 

Parents Code of Conduct 
 

Be aware of our constitution and ethics, we are here to provide sport for the enjoyment of those who want to 
participate no matter their sex, creed, religion or ability. Members should enjoy their football and achieve a sense of 
personal and team achievement whilst continuously enhancing their own personality. Encourage your son or 
daughter in a positive manner at all times. Respect the officials and opposition, do not instigate or be drawn into any 
confrontational situations. Always encourage and applaud all participants.  

Parents: Take your responsibility 1 step further, visit the following link, http://falearning.thefa.com/ FA Learning has 
completely free online course that is available to anybody that registers with FA Learning- The FA’s Educational 
Provider. Everyone that completes the course and achieves the pass mark can immediately print off an accredited 
certificate directly from the website. 


